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Dear Editors,

Since the start of 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic has been spreading all over the 
world. In response to the acute health crisis with an unprecedented surge in the 
number of patients, many countries have imposed quarantines and travel restrictions 
and reallocated resources of health systems. In China, government put lockdowns 
in place in cities that showed emerging cases of COVID-19. The government had 
postponed routine medical activities in primary, secondary, and tertiary care facili-
ties across the country to minimize the spread of infection, and to make room for 
COVID-19 patients. These changes in response to the pandemic challenged the con-
nection between doctors and patients. Prior to the pandemic, medical professionals 
delivered regular educational lectures to the public filled with health-related recom-
mendations on healthy lifestyle, chronic diseases management, disease prevention, 
and other topics. In 2020, authorities cancelled all such lectures due to social dis-
tancing restrictions in hospitals. The restrictions created an urgent need to reconnect 
with the patients.

In response to the restrictions, doctors in China started to explore new methods 
to maintain communication with their patients. In 2020, some hospitals in China 
launched online visual contact events with the support of live-stream platforms. 
Hospitals, health organizations, and individual doctors registered accounts and pro-
duced live-streams events. Initially organizers focused these events to help in the 
management of chronic diseases such as hypertension and diabetes. Presenters deliv-
ered useful medical information to the public, including demonstrations. But more 
importantly, these sessions connected presenters and viewers in live interactions. 
Viewers asked questions and presenters immediately answered. The content offered 
participants information for better understanding of their illnesses and encouraged 
them to follow practices to protect their health in the context of COVID-19. The 
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theme of events includes, but not restricted to medication, lifestyle recommendation, 
and management of chronic diseases such as hypertension, diabetes, and coronary 
artery diseases. One particular event on prevention and treatment of hypertension 
during COVID-19 attracted more than 700,000 viewers, from all age groups and 
walks of life across the country. More than 10,000 people fully participated the event 
by watching the whole programme and interacting with the speaker via live Q&A. 
The recoding of this live-stream event was then shared by internet users on main-
stream media for over 80,000 times, so that people who missed the event or want to 
rewatch may access the recording freely. The advantages of live-stream events com-
pared to the traditional face-to-face lecture were obvious. Access to these events was 
no longer restricted by time, capacity, and geographical locations. The magnitude 
of participation affirmed the successful value of this preliminary exploration of live 
streaming medical educational activities.

Two years into the COVID era, the end of this global pandemic seems inconclu-
sive. The SARS-CoV-2 virus had mutated several times, and scientists have identi-
fied new variants. The variant that is currently attracting attention around the world 
is Omicron. Many studies have shown that compared to the original virus and the 
Delta variant, Omicron has higher infectivity [1, 2]. And compared to the situation 
with Delta in 2020, spread of these Omicron variants is harder to prevent. Although 
China has been controlling the situation well, in late February 2022, a wave of 
SARS-CoV-2 BA.2.2 sub-lineage hit Shanghai. According to the statistics published 
by the Shanghai Municipal Bureau of Statistics in 2021, 23.4% of the population 
in Shanghai is older than 60 years of age [3]. As a city with more than 26 million 
people and an ageing population, the challenge Shanghai faced this time is incom-
parable to previous outbreaks in China [4]. By 14 May 2022, more than 600 thou-
sand people in Shanghai have been infected by SARS-CoV-2 in this new outbreak in 
Shanghai [5]. Based on China’s ‘zero-COVID’ policy, Shanghai started two phases 
of ‘static management’ to prevent any further spread of the virus. Based on the num-
ber of new cases found in each community, authorities categorized communities into 
three types: zones for lockdown, controlled zones, and precautionary zones [6]. Due 
to the rapid increase of COVID cases, outpatient and inpatient clinics of some hos-
pitals closed. With this reduction in healthcare capacity in Shanghai public to access 
medical support is limited. Connections between doctors and their patients are chal-
lenged again. The experience from 2020 prepared doctors to adjust quickly to use 
online live-stream platforms again to reconnect. Now doctors, health facilities, and 
their patients are exploring the possibility of expanding e-health in this megacity for 
greater public health benefit.

Health professionals quickly identified some healthcare-related problems at the 
start of the ‘static management’ phase and the online platform played an important 
role in resolving these issues. Patients with chronic diseases that require regular vis-
its to clinics and pharmacies have not been able to leave their places of residence. 
Maintaining the accessibility of medication for these patients is a top priority. The 
medical community created more flexible platforms for remote communication 
between patients and doctors. Patients under isolation can get a prescription from the 
doctor online, without leaving home. Community volunteers deliver medications to 
patients’ door without contact (Fig. 1). Although efficiency could be compromised 
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by time needed to complete delivery, medication reaches patients without risk of 
infection.

Another application of e-health today benefits some people under isolation who 
experience a great amount of mental pressure due to the unpredictability of their 
lives and future. Healthcare professionals send encouraging messages to reduce anx-
iety and stress during this challenging time, as educational live-stream events con-
tinue. The contents are educational for the public relating health advice for daily use, 
reinforcing the importance of personal hygiene during the pandemic.

This pandemic has a silver lining: it has catalysed use of online platforms and 
e-health to ensure a continuation of healthcare for vulnerable groups. During the 

Fig. 1  Community volunteer deliver the medications to the doors of the patients without contact
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pandemic, both the healthcare professionals and the general public have seen the 
benefit of technology in healthcare. People have learned to adapt these emerging 
technologies and built infrastructure for e-health. All these elements provide an 
impressive foundation for the development of more comprehensive e-health in the 
future [7]. The potential of e-health is massive [8], especially in a country like China 
with such a large population. We hope e-health will be more than a tool used during 
a pandemic—that it will become a routine part of healthcare in China.
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